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GRAMMAR
-Present simple and
Present continuous.
-Adverbs of frequency
and Time phrases.
- Past simple and Past
Continuous.
-…ing form.
- The future: will, going
to, present continuous,
present simple.
-Modal verbs for
advice and
suggestions.

Unit 1 Identity.
READING
-Identities
Skill: Matching
information.
Task: Multiple
matching.
-Communication.
Skill:
Understanding
overall meaning.
Task: Multiple
choice.
-The future of the
music.
Skill: skim
Task: gapped
text.

Unit 2 Get the message.

Unit 3 The future is now.

SPEAKING
-Summer holidays.
Collaborative task.
- Giving personal information.
-Giving reasons and examples.
Task: Introductions- social interaction.

REFERENCE
Gold Experience B1
Student’s Book pages…
Unit 1: 9-20 & 124-127
Unit 2: 21-32 & 128--129
Unit 3: 33-44 & 130-131

-Communicating.
-Organising your description.
-Describing a photo.

Reading Explorer pages…
Unit 1: 72-74 & 76-80
Unit 2: 82-84 & 86-90
Unit 3: 92-94 & 96-100

Vocabulary
Unit 1
Personality adjectives: bossy, calm, clever,
confident, funny, lazy, lively, noisy, rude,
serious, shy, sporty, happy, relaxed, pleased,
stressed.
Collocations: afraid of, bad at, bored with,
brilliant at, excited about, fed up with,
frightened of, good at, interested in, keen
on, terrible at.
Verbs: achieve, appear, follow, hang out
with, keep, stay, try, fight.
Nouns: activity, background, behaviour,
member, performance, valley, way, identity,
mirror, saucepan, shell, sticker.
Adj: active, matching, same, similar, friendly.

Unit 2
Language and communication:
Verbs: explain, hear, listen, mean,
pronounce, repeat, say, speak, talk, tell,
translate, understand, allow, celebrate,
choose, code, disappear, dream,
increase, realise, recommend, panic,
survive.
Phrases: grow up, look online, pay
attention, go red, make conversation,
say nothing.
Strong adjectives and adverbs: awful,
brilliant, delicious, disgusting, extremely
(dangerous/ kind/etc), fantastic, furious,
hilarious, huge, really
(dangerous/kind/etc) terrible, wonderful.
Noun: criminal, culture, smuggler.

Unit 3
Technology in the home: coffee maker,
dishwasher, fridge freezer, kettle,
microwave, remote control, smart TV.
Washing machine.
Phrasal verbs: go off, plug in (your
phone), set up (a new computer), shut
down (a laptop), switch on (the light),
switch off (the radio), turn up (the sound),
turn down (the volume).
Smart homes: air conditioning, battery,
central heating, charge, (a device),
connect, download, electricity, file
sharing, install, machine, online, robot,
tap (a button/ an icon), upload.
Other: band, common, convenient,
creative, directly, discussion, efficient,
human, intelligent, issue, live, predict,
produce, relaxed, successful, trust, useful,
view.
Extra: development, give up, music
industry, musician, recommend, studio,
suggest, (vinyl) record.

